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Note from Chairman

Hi everyone
Welcome to 2019 , I’m sure it’s going to be a really good year ! For
those who don’t know me , I am Gareth Godwin and I will be your
chairman for the 2019 year ahead , I have some bigs boots to fill
and I am confident that the year ahead will be a huge success
surrounded by a great management committee , our super
efficient office staff and our awesome team of instructors . We
have a some really good people on the committee this year and
that helps makes things a lot easier when you have a good support
structure . The management committee for 2019 looks as follows:
Chairman : Gareth Godwin
Vice : Dean Butt
Treasurer : Allan Gaia
Committee : Jay Smith
Committee : Clayton Grieve
Committee : Gavin Wiblin

UPCOMING EVENTS
EVENTS ARE ORGANIZED FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
1st March:

Solo Party

Matt Botha & Kenan Van Onselen

25th March:

Guest Speaker: SANPARKS

How you can help over the coastal areas for
dolphin stranding’s, illegal fishing, beach driving
and so forth…
23rd November: WINGS PARADE & DINNER
(Walmer Golf Estate)
6th December:

AFC AGM

Safetech Rally has been postponed due to the weather
not playing along - will notify you of the new dates.
We are planning a few FLY IN’s and breakfast runs but
waiting for confirmation from venues - will notify you of

the dates .

If there is anything you would like to suggest or any ideas you may
have please feel free to contact me so that we can make our club
even better in every way on socialmedia@algoafc.co.za
As I am sure you are all aware , in aviation costs just seen to keep
increasing and the past two years we have seen some ridiculous
maintenance costs on our aging fleet . However , there is some
good news , our beloved ZS-KEO will be going on a little holiday
soon . She has around 15 hours to go until she is due for a mpi and
she will be making her way to port alfred for some TLC . She will be
having a new paint job , some new upholstery and a new Garmin
radio stack put in . This should rejuvenate her and bring her many
more hours for Algoa Flying Club ( for those interested - she has
over 18000 hours on her airframe already ) . When she is ready to
come home we would like to invite everyone around to the club to
come and have a look at her , we will give some more info on this
closer to the time .
Some more good news is that there is a aviation page called
www.flymags.com and they just listed the top 11 flying schools in
South Africa and we came in at number 7 , in the article they state
we are one of the oldest and one of the most reviewed and
recommended flying schools in rsa ! That is an amazing
achievement ! Thank you to every single person that has in the
past and present from our instructors , to the office staff and all
the students past and present that have helped to achieve this !
We really are lucky to have such a awesome flying club at our
finger tips .
Until next time
Yours sincerely
Gareth

CFI CORNER
By Mike Thompson
Greetings all.

Best wishes for the year ahead I hope it’s a good one.

THE FIRST THREE MINUTES.
Studies show that nearly one of every five general aviation accidents are directly ,or indirectly
related to poor decision making during take off, yet pilots rarely practice aborted takeoffs preferring instead to concentrate on emergency landings, usually from a relatively high altitude
that allows plenty of time for trouble shooting and looking for a place to land.
The first three minutes of the take off are probably the most critical as the time after the
throttle goes full forward can define what happens if the pilot experiences a real emergency.
Three minutes will normally allow most aircraft to clear the active runway so landing back on
the tarmac straight ahead will no longer be an option.
Similarly, three minutes will usually permit the aeroplane to clean up and climb the first thousand feet where maybe a lightly loaded aircraft may be able to complete the dreaded turn back
manoeuvre and land downwind-but don't bet on it!

Always bear in mind there is less margin for error on take off than in practically any other
phase of flight reason being the aircraft is slow-usually less than 1.5 Vso and is close to the runway. Essential electrical ,pneumatic and hydraulic systems are just getting warmed up and the
pilot can only hope they'll continue to function properly under full power. This leads us to the
next important topic of discussion which is the obvious advantage of a thorough pre-flight. Sole
owners of hangared aircraft are perhaps the least likely to experience problems as they are the
only ones to fly the aeroplane. This is rarely the case with club aircraft where there are usually
multiple pilots flying the aircraft on any given day.

Fly safely.
Mike.

MEET OUR FLIGHT SCHOOL TEAM
Algoa Flying Club Instructors

Kent Osborne GR3

James Helliwell GR2

Abraham Muhumza GR2

Mike Thompson CEO/CFI

Russell Phillips GR2

Clayton Staples GR2

Kojakan Thayanithy GR2

SAFETY MATTERS
BY THEO MEYER

CARB ICE IN SUMMER?
“All aircraft utilizing a carbureted engine are subject to ice buildup in the throat of the carburetor. This ice
buildup is due to fuel vaporization and the pressure decrease in the carburetor venturi. These two factors
contribute to a temperature decrease in the carburetor throat.
It is possible for the temperature drop in the carburetor to be as much as 20 degrees C , meaning that ice could
form on a day where the ambient temperature could be as much as 38 degrees C. However, carburetor ice is
most likely to form when temperatures are below 20 degrees and the relative humidity is more than 80%.
When ice builds up in the carburetor throat, the engine may cease operation, so it is essential that we always
check carburetor heat to determine that it operates properly.
A good time to check carburetor heat is during the run-up, after the mag check. On a fixed pitch propeller
airplane, you should see a slight reduction in RPM. For an airplane equipped with a constant speed propeller,
you should see a slight reduction in manifold pressure. Reduce the throttle to idle with the carb heat on and the
engine should run at idle properly. Turn the carburetor heat off and the idle/manifold pressure should return to
normal.
When using carb heat in flight, follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.”
QUESTION: HOW DO YOU RECOGNISE CARB ICEING ?
Perhaps the most disconcerting thing about carb ice when encountered for the first time is that in flight it is
signaled by some roughness, and then when carb heat is applied the roughness gets worse! When this
happened to me in a C172 it took me a minute to realize that it was the water from the melting ice that was
contributing to the roughness. After gritting my teeth for 30 seconds the roughness cleared up!
QUESTION:HOW DOES APLICATION OF CARB HEAT EFFECT MIXTURE?
Heated air expands, this richens the mixture a bit (same amount of gas, less air). If you have leaned the engine
for cruise (and you're leaving carb heat on), it would be good to re-lean.
The key to Aviation Safety is avoidance -- avoidance of dangerous combinations of factors. Avoid flying a stone's
throw over populated areas, bodies of water, mountains, you name it. Avoid predictable fuel starvation,
hypoxia, icing, and so much more.
FLY SAFELY !

(This article was inspired by pilotworkshops.com)

Notams
No smoking near / in aircrafts.
When taxiing an aircraft, please
keep to a slow speed.
No refueling allowed in hangars.

A big welcome to our new members:
Full Members:
Glen Mukheibir
Country Members:
Bellington Mulenga
Michael Blunden
Niels Anderson
Marius Ferreira
Ramadan Abdulkarim
Regomoditswe Mmolwa
Dario Costa
Student Members:
Matt Botha
Abdirahman Barrow
Adam Jone-Davies
Franco Venter
Anthonia Ijegwa
Ziphozakhe Tshambo
Bevelyn Attoh
Adelaide Musemesi

CONGRATS
Congratulations to Eleazar Mabunda on obtaining his
CPL, and to Nancy Nakaanda and Johan Kruger on
obtaining their PPL’s.

AFC’s Photo Gallery

